AABC newsletter
Best wishes for a pleasant summer.
I’m looking forward to another successful year for
the AABC. If you have any questions, concerns, or
suggestions regarding our association feel free to
contact me at any time. 

Best of the Web: Archives
Edition
Sonia Nicholson, AABC Newsletter

As archives professionals, we consult a wide range of
reference material in both traditional and increasingly
in digital formats. Many of these sources, however,
are not actually directly related to archival institutions
and organizations. One such example is BCPL8S.ca, a
comprehensive site on British Columbia license plate
history. Visitors can select from an extensive list of
plate types—from passenger and motorcycle to various
specialty plates. Within each category, images of license
plates are arranged in date order, which allows one to
quickly notice the differences from year to year, and
are accompanied by background information and other
details. The site can be of considerable use in dating
photographs containing vehicles.
BCPL8S.ca was the recipient of a British Columbia
Historical Federation 2001 History Web Site Award.
Interest piqued? Explore the site for yourself at
http://www.bcpl8s.ca/.
Do you know an interesting, useful and/or unique
archives-related website that you would like to share with
other Archives Association members? Send your suggestions
of must-browse sites to the Newsletter Editor at
leah.pearse@gmail.com. Be sure to include the URL and a
brief summary.
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Networks in Archives /
Networks and Archives AABC
Conference 2011: A Success!
Corinne Rogers, Conference Committee
and AABC Executive (term ended April
2011)

The annual conference of the AABC took place at the
Irving K. Barber Learning Centre on April 29th and
3oth. This year’s theme of Networks and Networking
was a timely one, and Canada’s archival networks were
represented at all levels of government. The priority in
the profession of building cooperative networks was
evidenced in sessions such as the Reciprocal Research
Network, which introduced the possibilities for
linking diverse collections such as those that exist in
First Nations and Museum archives, and Cooperative
Acquisition Strategies, prompting excellent discussion
among BC archivists. Keynote speakers Sean Berrigan
and Jean-Stéphan Piché introduced the importance
of networks and networking at Library and Archives
Canada, and Elizabeth Denham, Information and
Privacy Commissioner for BC, offered closing remarks
following a panel discussion with archivists working in
federal, provincial, municipal, First Nations, university
and community archives. Two pre-conference workshops,
Managing Photographic Media, and Archivematica
Digital Preservation Workshop, rounded out the program
for four informative and inspiring days. Thank you to the
conference committee, the Executive, our volunteers, and
of course, presenters and attendees! Grateful thanks also
to our sponsors: Andornot, Artefactual Systems, Irving
K. Barber Learning Centre, City of Vancouver, Royal BC
Museum, SLAIS, SFU, UBC Library Vault, Vancouver
School of Theology and University of Victoria.
See everyone next year! 

